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chiara&fosco
by Elisa Strozyk
TABLES

small large high

MATERIAL

cordieriet and steel

Each piece is created from cordieriet, ceramic glazed. Each piece and pattern are unique. Bubbles, streaks and other variations in size and colour are part 
of the handmade production process, and not defects of the design or production The frame is constructed in black powder coated steel.

PROCESS

DIMENSIONS mm
small

380Ø x 410H
large

520Ø x 490H
high

470Ø x 620H

ART. NR

4800S 4801S 4802S
4900W 4901W 4902W

COLOUR

black l smoke-like pattern black
white l smoke-like pattern black

top base

chouchou
by Lorenzo Zanovello
STOOL

MATERIAL

ceramic
PROCESS

DIMENSIONS mm
350L x 300W x 430H

ART. NR

1700B

1700PI
1700BL

COLOUR

black

pink
blue



The chouchou stool has all the right qualities to make you come back for one more bite. A ceramic form that is a 
mix of soft shapes and hard edges; a truly unique character has been created. Use it as a stool or side table, or let 
those sculptural qualities add some intrigue to your interior. The whole range is now available in a gloss blue, black  
or rose glazed ceramic and in marble white ceramic, black blue and lapislazuli glazed ceramic.

MATERIAL 
ceramic

DIMENSIONS mm 
350 L x 300 W x 430 H 
 

ART. NR COLOUR
CHOUCHOU STOOL

1701CGL cobalt glaze
1701BGL black glaze
1701RGL rose glaze
1701MW marble white
1701BB blue black
1701LL lapislazuli

The new members of the family, the chouchou side and coffee tables feature elongated arches and solid tops  
on which to rest life’s objects. Rough edges and uneven lines are testament to a hands-on approach to production. 
Finish in either a mottled glaze to highlight these imperfections or a gloss multi-coloured finish to contrast,  
a unique ceramic form is exposed.

ART. NR COLOUR
CHOUCHOU OVAL CHOUCHOU ROUND CHOUCHOU HIGH

1702MW 1703MW 1704MW marble white 
1702BB 1703BB 1704BB blue black
1702LL 1703LL 1704LL lapislazuli

MATERIAL 
ceramic

DIMENSIONS mm 
OVAL 
560 L x 430 W x 390 H 
ROUND 
Ø 550 x 450 H 
HIGH 
Ø 390 x 570 H

marble white black blue lapislazuli
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chouchou
Stool
by Lorenzo Zanovello

chouchou
Tables

by Lorenzo Zanovello
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